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Abstract

The aim of the study is to discuss the relationship between leadership and creativity at a personal level, and to trace non-cognitive psychological factors which possibly determine creativity at work. The methods of scientific literature analysis and empirical qualitative research have been employed for the investigation. The richest 7 journals (diaries) of creative activity have been selected for empirical research from the total of 52 samples.

The study presents empirical evidence of such factors of creativity and leadership as emotional involvement and the work-life way of life connection. It also draws attention to the problem of creativity levels at an organization and stresses the connection between creativity and leadership. These problems still lack considerable attention of researchers, as the article shows. Main research implications for practice include the possibility to foresee high creativity and leadership at work by assessing the aforementioned individual characteristics. Findings of the research are relevant to the paradigm of person-centric work psychology and sustainable socio-economic development.
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Introduction

Creativity today is often said to be the engine of the twenty-first century global economy (Nissley, 2007). Thus, not only the role of a leader, the encourager of subordinates’ creativity, is important today. Creativity is an important feature for today’s leaders themselves. Besides, leaders today are expected to not only propose small-scale daily performance improvements, but also to make a significant impact on strategic decisions.

Creativity, innovation, and organizational leadership relations have received much attention of organizational psychologists and management theorists. The problem of the impact of leaders on employee creativity has been explored (Amabile and Kramer, 2007, 2012; Gehani, 2010; Gupta and Singh, 2013, etc.). But the problem – what inner factors enable leaders to offer high-level creative ideas as to become a guarantee of sustainable innovation – still has not been investigated enough. An emerging new understanding of the organizational leader’s role in a turbulent contemporary reality is one of the reasons for opening a wider discussion.

The present paper is devoted to the problem which is significant in scientific and practical ways, namely: are there any non-cognitive psychological factors determining both creativity and leadership, and what would those be?

The methods include scientific literature analysis and empirical research, combining qualitative research (content analysis based on the principles of a grounded theory research system, and the analysis of individual cases) and quantitative research (descriptive statistics).

The paper starts with the investigation of the problem of organizational leadership and creativity interrelation. The problem of creativity levels in psychology and in the context of organizational creativity, in particular, is raised further, and the questions of creativity and leadership factors are explored. With this theoretical background in mind, empirical qualitative research devoted to inner factors, presumably determining high-level creativity and leadership, is presented. The results are discussed and summarized, and the conclusions are drawn in correspondence with the theoretical and empirical study.

Creativity, innovation, and organizational leadership relations

According to widely recognized definitions given by Amabile (1996, p. 1), creativity is the production of novel and useful ideas in any domain, and innovation is a successful implementation of creative ideas within an organization. Amabile’s definition of creativity stresses that an outcome – an idea – is a criterion of creativity, but not some inner traits of personality; the latter belongs to its influencing factors. The differentiation between an idea and its implementation has also been a significant step leading to the inquiry of distinct predisposing factors of both (e.g., Miron et al., 2004).

Leadership is a widely used concept in today’s scientific and popular literature concerning organizations and management. Definitions of this complex subject vary; they usually include the notion of influencing a group of people towards achieving a common goal. Having in mind the aim of this article, it seems relevant to discuss them broader.
In the context of an organization, the relationship between leadership and management has been widely discussed. Some authors insist that leadership is difficult to differentiate from successful management; however, the number of scholars who think that leadership goes beyond management has been growing permanently, and only the points and degree of their overlap are currently the issues of their debate.

As it can be seen in comprehensive overviews of leadership research (e.g., Antonakis et al., 2004), earlier (starting with Bass, 1985), the so-called transactional paradigms of leadership lost their influence in the last decades of the 20th century. They were replaced by ‘new leadership’, i.e., neocharismatic, transformational, visionary, and, lately, authentic leadership theories. In these, vision and inspiring behavior of a leader are supposed to be the central factors determining his/her effectiveness.

From this ‘new leadership’ perspective, Antonakis et al. (2004) define leadership as a ‘purpose driven [process], resulting in change based on values, ideals, vision, symbols, and emotional exchanges’, in contrast with management which is ‘objectives driven, resulting in stability based on rationality, bureaucratic means, and the fulfillment of contractual obligations’ (Antonakis et al., 2004, p. 5).

The definitions given above reveal the idea, first formulated by Zaleznik (1977), that leaders in organizations are responsible for change and new approaches, whereas managers advocate stability and status quo. In general, there is an agreement that management solves problems reducing uncertainty in organization, whereas a leadership process creates uncertainty and change (Lunenburg, 2011).

Thus, according to this view, organizational leadership and innovation have much in common. As put in Puccio and Cabra (2010, p. 165), ‘the fields of leadership and creativity have become inextricably linked, and (...) the shared bond between these two concepts is change.’

A vast majority of scientific literature devoted to the relation of leadership to creativity and innovation until now has been concentrated on leader’s role, facilitating the creativity of subordinates or the implementation of creative ideas raised by someone else, but not the leader himself/herself (Amabile and Kramer, 2012, etc.).

The idea has been emerging more and more often in non-scientific management journals that creative ideas are expected from leaders themselves (Nissley, 2007; McGlade and Pek, 2008; Rechte, 2010; Mosher, 2012, etc.). Also, as Ambler (2010) notes in the ‘2010 Global IBM CEO Study’, after one-to-one interviews with 1 541 CEO’s, managers and senior leaders in public sector from 60 countries, one among four primary findings was: ‘creativity is the most important leadership quality’. In more detail, ‘creative leaders expect to make deeper business model changes to realize their strategies’, and, ‘today, creativity itself has been elevated to a leadership style’.

Puccio and Cabra (2010) are among the researchers who stress the need for a leader to generate original responses themselves. They claim that leadership behavior is ‘one of the most potent variables in predicting creativity in teams and organizations’ (p. 166). The term creative leadership is already established in research papers too (Sternberg et al., 2004; Puccio et al., 2011).

The problem of creativity levels

Not only small daily routine changes or slight product improvements, but also strategic decisions and the forging of new directions, leading to sustainable development, are expected from leaders. This is a common lexicon currently used, and it proposes that the scale, or level, of these ideas is relevant for a discussion here.

The idea of creativity levels is not new in psychology, but it emanates basically from philosophical psychology and isn’t a habitual issue of empirical studies (Wilson, 2004; Bergquist, 1998; Lubart, 2010; etc.).

In the organizational creativity context, the problem of levels still hasn’t been broadly discussed in academic papers. No results have been found searching for ‘levels and creativity’ as subject terms in a scholarly business database ‘Business Source Complete’.

But on the level of tacit knowledge, the idea of creativity levels is obtainable in an organizational context. Breiman’s Hierarchy of Imagination is perhaps the most popular one. It arose during her work with patients in healthcare, and was readily accepted by practitioners in management and leadership. Designed by Maeda (2010), Breiman’s Hierarchy of Imagination can be found in various blogs and other World Wide Web sites. One of its variants is presented in Figure 1. A mental model of creativity was inspired by Maslow’s famous Hierarchy of Needs and may be applicable to various management situations (Urbonas, 2011).

It can be concluded here that the idea of creativity levels is attractive and practical in the organizational context. Researchers’ attention should be drawn to it in perspective.

Inner factors of creativity and innovation

It makes sense to assume here that different levels of creativity may be influenced by different inner factors. There are many methods for improving problem-solving, such as well-known brainstorming, for example. But it has been acknowledged that brainstorming isn’t a suitable means for strategic decisions; more considerable efforts and inner resources may be necessary in this case.

Simonton (2010, p. 184) in the article devoted to real-life creativity of highly eminent individuals claims that ‘many of the correlates and predictors identified for creative genius reappear for geniuses in domains of leadership’. Bearing on data concerning political, religious leaders, war commanders, etc., Simonton discerns at least four predisposing factors, parallel to great leaders and creators in other fields. They are:

1. General intelligence;
2. Integrative complexity, i.e. the ability ‘to view your domain in a fully integrated yet finely differentiated manner’;
3. Motivation, drive, persistence, and determination;
4. Family background, in particular, the birth order and traumatic experience.

Although cognitive factors of creativity are usually mentioned among those influencing creativity, current research allows assuming that they are not essential, especially in the work context. Well known research of Amabile and her colleagues (e.g. Ambile and Kramer, 2007) stressing motivation for work, sense-making about workday events, and emotional reaction to them as influencing factors of creativity at work should be mentioned here first of all.

When differentiating between creativity as idea generation and innovation as their implementation, the focus of attention also shifts from cognitive factors, such as problem solving abilities, to non-cognitive features of a person.

As highlighted by Miron et al. (2004), Baer (2012), creative people need to be persistent, to take initiative, and to mobilize support for their ideas in order to implement them. Authors agree that the value of really novel and original ideas is not as evident as that of more mundane ones. Thus, their implementation requires major investment of energy and perseverance.

Sternberg and Kaufman (2010, p. 469) say, ‘creativity is as much attitudinal as it is cognitive’, when they concentrate on the constrains of creativity.

It may be concluded that the main ‘driving forces’ for creative and innovative activity in various fields, and at work in particular, are determination, persistence, engagement, and intense motivation.

Going even deeper, psychology suggests an interesting inquiry, if there is a common underlying factor for all just mentioned, as it was, for example, ‘being values’ supposed by Maslow (1971).

**Inner factors of successful leadership**

The research on predisposing factors of leadership isn’t elaborate at present. However, inquiring into the ideas of influential writers on ‘new leadership’, some generalizations can be made.

Burns (1982), speaking about transformational leadership, stresses that ‘leadership over human beings is exercised when persons with certain motives and purposes mobilize (...) psychological and other resources so as to arouse, engage and satisfy the motives of followers’ (cited in Peters and Waterman, 1982, p. 15, italic by the author of this article).

Goffee and Jones (2006) in their paper ‘This time it’s personal’ invite leaders to be authentic, i.e., to take the risk of ‘knowing and showing’ themselves in order to be effective. The basis determining their personal risk-taking is never losing the sight of their main purpose: ‘effective leaders reveal themselves – what it is they care about, why they care about it, and how they believe the organization can achieve its stated goals’ (Goffee and Jones, 2006, p. 30).

According to Walumbwa et al. (2008, cited in Northouse, 2010, p. 207), authentic leadership may be conceptualized as ‘a pattern of leader behavior that develops from and is grounded in leader’s positive psychological qualities and strong ethics’.

The desire to achieve something more, to implement their ideas is usually emphasized when speaking about visionary leadership. To be ‘visionary’, one obviously needs to have a vision.

It may be observed here that the inner factors of successful leadership have something in common with the factors influencing prominent creativity. Deep involvement, intrinsic motivation, and positive emotional relation to one’s work bear extraordinary fruit in both creativity and leadership.

What Richards (2010, p. 208) has said about everyday creativity seems to be true speaking about creative leadership, too: it’s not ‘just about good idea, but about a process and a way of life’.

The question of predisposing factors for creativity and leadership has a practical significance: knowing and identifying them may help prognosticate engagement and, consequently, success, in these activities. Thus, more extensive empirical data about them should be collected.

The aim of the research presented below has been to trace more empirical evidence for non-cognitive psychological resources predisposing eminent real-life creativity and, perhaps, leadership too.

**Research methodology and procedure**

*Data collection and analysis.* Quantitative and qualitative research strategies were combined during the research.
Content analysis of real-life written documents was conducted here, based on the principles of the grounded theory research system. The analysis followed the main principles of the grounded theory (Creswell, 2007; Corbin and Strauss, 2008; Frost, 2011; etc.). The MAXqda 10 software was applied for coding and grouping the row data. Also, some numerical ratings and descriptive statistics were used in addition to qualitative data analysis. The analysis of individual cases was used as an additional tool. The research procedure is revealed more precisely upon presenting the sample and research results. The data was collected in the end of 2011.

Sample and research documents. 52 undergraduate (second year) university students of Business Administration and Human Resource Management study programs, who attended the lectures on Psychology of Creative Behavior, were involved in the investigation. One of their tasks was to write a journal (diary) of their own creative activity and to present its written generalization to the lecturer. After a preliminary evaluation, 43 works were recognized as adequate for content analysis with the aim of the conceptualization of real-life creativity. The investigation results were published (Almonaitiene, 2012). Main areas of students’ creative behavior and four of its categories – ideal, spontaneous, practical and formal – were identified there.

During the second research phase presented here, seven journals, containing most original and productive ideas, were selected for further in-depth analysis. The selection proceeded by means of eliminating. At first, the ideas presenting formal creativity were identified and rejected in all the works. Their examples, compared to the creative ideas identified as not formal, have been given in Table 1. It can be seen that the ideas considered as formal creativity appear less original, not so specific and elaborate. Further, the rest of ideas were compared and the works containing most of them were selected. Thus, not only quantitative, but also qualitative criteria were important here.

The 7 chosen journals contained from 4 to 10 ideas each, 8 on the average. In comparison, the average number of ideas in all the 43 works of students was 6.1, including the cases of formal creativity.

Among the 7 authors of the selected works (participants of the research), there was 1 female student (called here A) and 6 male students (called B–G). A least three of them, A, B, and C, had their own businesses, two of them – well developed and affording web sites.

Research results

The selected works were at first analyzed quantitatively and the results were compared with the results of all 43 works.

There were 56 creative ideas presented in the 7 works. Each of the creative ideas has been assigned to one of the four categories, identified during previous research. The categories are (Almonaitiene, 2012, p. 9):

- **Ideal creativity**: when a person doesn’t have any particular aim for creative behavior, but only wants to enjoy herself/himself, and the results are merely good emotions (e.g., engaging into musical improvisations just for fun).
- **Spontaneous creativity**: when a person unexpectedly catches a very creative idea or gets an unexpected result without any efforts or planning in advance (e.g., new business idea).
- **Practical creativity**: when a person seeks for a creative solution of the problem, usually practical one, and gets a satisfying result after deliberate attempts (e.g., original birthday gift to a friend).
- **Formal creativity**: when a person seeks to solve a practical problem and gets the result which may be called creative with some reservation (e.g., adding a new ingredient to a meal).

The most multitudinous category of the creative ideas found in the chosen works has been practical creativity – 29 cases of total 56. Spontaneous creativity has been identified in 20 cases, formal – in 7 cases, and ideal hasn’t been identified at all.
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**Figure 2.** Percentage of the four categories of creative ideas among the total 43 and the seven chosen works
Figure 3. Percentage of creative ideas in different areas among the total 43 and the 7 chosen works

Figure 4. A distribution of creative ideas identified as representing formal, practical, and spontaneous creativity among participants

Figure 2 shows the percentage of the four categories of creative ideas among the total 43 and 7 chosen works. It can be clearly seen that more cases of spontaneous creativity appear in the chosen 7 works than they show up on the average.

The ideas have been also differentiated according to the areas of their application and results achieved. The main areas identified in the previous research (Almonaitiene, 2012) have been also applied here. Table 2 presents more precisely the areas found in the chosen works. Figure 3 shows the percentage of creative ideas in different areas appearing in total 43 and 7 chosen works. Many more business ideas have been found in the latter, more ideas identified as creative social behaviour and less ‘creating of things’.

As the next step, qualitative discourse analysis of the 7 works has been performed. Preliminary inquiry allowed assuming that their main qualitative distinctions concern exposing emotionality, and not incidental results. These have been the main hypotheses for further inquiry using MAXqda 10 software.

As a result, three main peculiarities reflected in the documents have been identified. One is emotionality, the second is an idea’s potential for inducing further growth, and the third is complex ideas. The results of the inquiry have been introduced in more detail (Table 3), presenting the features just mentioned, subcategories (sub features) they include, and affirmative statements from the documents analyzed.

Emotionality in this case has been identified on the basis of expressive writing style, found in the documents. Presumably, this means that a person was involved emotionally in the creative process, and he or she wasn’t indifferent to the result.

Idea’s potential for inducing further growth has been estimated according to the possible results it may provide in future. The assumption has been made that, for example, a gift for a friend is a one-off creative result, but a good advertising idea in business induces further growth.

Complex ideas have been the cases when a person developed one idea into a very detailed, or even into several connected ideas. It has been counted as one idea, however.

Although the rest 36 works (excluding the 7 from total 43) have not been precisely analyzed according to the emotionality of presentation, complexity of ideas, and their potential to induce growth, it may be assumed that these have been the peculiarities, more typical to the 7 chosen works. After preliminary evaluation it can be said that they have been rare among the rest of the students.

It may be seen in Table 4 also that in the B to D cases most ideas of the participants have been related to a favorite activity. This is quite a different situation in comparison with the rest of the works, where creative ideas...
were just ‘about everything’, or ‘accidental’. Nevertheless, the latter may have been very creative, too.

Further, the 7 works analyzed have been compared among themselves. Figures No. 4 and 5 show that each of the cases has been quite different, according to the distribution of the categories and areas of creativity as well as the total number of creative ideas. The inquiry of individual cases has been also performed on the basis of the current content analysis results. Several tendencies have been identified after their comparison. Table 4 has been constructed with the purpose of their visual presentation.
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**Figure 5.** A distribution of creative ideas identified as representing various results and areas of application among participants

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘Formal’ creativity</th>
<th>‘Not formal’ creativity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breakfast served nicely</td>
<td>Town bus stop with heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changed one’s room furnishing</td>
<td>Opening of telephone consultation line for motorbike lovers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A gift for a friend – a cup with her initials</td>
<td>A plot for honey selling in a fair, presented in details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding new ingredients to a meal</td>
<td>Accomplished journey without a scheduled destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tickets bought to the concert of strange music</td>
<td>Deciding who cleans the shared room according to computer game results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area, in accordance with result or application</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Number of cases in the chosen works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Creating of things’</td>
<td>Creating of handicrafts, food, clothing, furnishing, etc.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative social behaviour</td>
<td>Creative play with a child when one needs to work at the same time. An idea of a social network. An idea of a journey</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing of business</td>
<td>An idea of advertising one’s business and services</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solving of unexpected problems</td>
<td>An idea how to boil water for tea when electricity is out</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music and dance</td>
<td>Improvisations while creating music or dancing</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The areas of creativity identified in the chosen works and their frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature (category)</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Affirmative statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idea potentially induces further growth</td>
<td>Directed to business growth</td>
<td>‘The film that I created will be seen by friends and their friends, and that sometimes means even several hundred people (...). In the future, profits ensured.’ ‘Works have moved not long ago, and I expect to have an excellent source of income in a couple of years’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social initiative</td>
<td>‘Since I’m very proud of my city, I suggested my former classmate, who’s a very good IT specialist, to create a Facebook and web page for young people about it. This idea is implemented now; it gets a lot of discussions.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional presentation of creative ideas and activities</td>
<td>Detailed description</td>
<td>‘The smell of fresh bread rolls will tempt not only children but also their mothers; the mothers will bring dads, and the dads their friends (...), and fascinated grown sweet viewers will rise amber toast for the new fellows. Soon all will buzz like a real beehive.’ [A friend] looked like a king of ancient films, lying in the middle while servants scurrying around with all kinds of goods’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using emotional words, exclamation marks, emoticons</td>
<td>‘Starts as early as February 10th!😊’ ‘Bingo! (...) From now on, each guest will receive my photo movies!’ ‘And I had in front of me great symbols for four seasons’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informal style</td>
<td>‘That’s what I would ever be 😊😊’ ‘When I do this, I will really tell you 😊’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smooth, involving story about creative process or implementation of creative idea</td>
<td>‘Later, another situation arose in life so that I urgently needed some extra money. I sat down and just thought where to take it. It fared poorly, but I didn’t let this thought go neither being with my family, nor at the university. And it was in the university when the idea came (...)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex idea</td>
<td>Several suggested ideas are related to each other</td>
<td>‘We opened ‘a garage’ where we repair our scooters and earn some money’ [and] ‘I discuss such an idea in my mind (...) as telephone counseling, concerning scooters and motorcycles’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One idea begets another</td>
<td>‘Suddenly I realized that my website logo doesn’t fit my changed public image. I decided to seek the creation of a new logo and after 3 days my website was decorated with a new face. As a consequence, I needed to redesign my business cards, too. It seems simple, but I decided that there should be innovation too. After some ransack of my brain, I decided to make plastic business cards (...)’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The areas of noticeable differences identified during individual case analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avocation, favorite activity</th>
<th>Affirmative statements from documents or facts from other sources</th>
<th>Own business that deals with a favorite activity</th>
<th>Total number of ideas</th>
<th>Presented ideas from favorite area</th>
<th>Emotional presentation of creative activity</th>
<th>Complex ideas</th>
<th>Ideas inducing growth (identified or no)</th>
<th>Number of practical/ spontaneous creative ideas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Ornamentation and handicraft</td>
<td>‘Starting from simple handicraft, in the end I found my area.’</td>
<td>Ornamentation and handicraft</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 (Creating of things)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Photography</td>
<td>WPPI membership, awards, blogs, and seminars on photography</td>
<td>Several; photography as the main</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8 (Organization of business)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Motorbikes</td>
<td>‘My passion is motorbikes...’</td>
<td>Several; connected to motorbikes among them</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5 (Organization of business)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Travel and entertainment</td>
<td>‘It would not be me if I didn’t offer something crazy’</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9 (Creative social behavior)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Not identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Not identified</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Partially, only 1 idea of 6</td>
<td>Partially, only 1 idea of 6</td>
<td>Partially, only 1 idea of 6</td>
<td>3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Not identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Not identified</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Not identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Not identified</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Information available from the documents and, in case B, from other sources, allows identifying a long-term avocation, peculiar to a person in four cases (A to D). In 3 cases out of 4, a person has also had his/her own business, related to this pursuit. As seen in Table 4, the participants who have presented the maximum number of ideas had their favorite activities, and their ideas were mostly related to that (B, C, and D). In most cases, the students enjoying favorite activities (A–D), have expressed their ideas in a more emotional way, as more complex ideas, and more ideas inducing further growth, in comparison with those who have not (E to G). Considering these aspects, cases E–G have been more similar to the rest of students’ works than cases A–D.

In cases E to G, only 1 idea of 6 presented by participant E has been identified as complex, determining further growth, and was expressed in an emotional way. The idea concerned the development of friend parents’ business. It was probably generated during ‘brainstorming’ together with the friend.

As mentioned above, spontaneous creativity has been more typical to the 7 students whose journals are analyzed here, in comparison with the total 43 (Figure 2). As Table 4 and Figure 4 reveal, absolute numbers of the ideas showing spontaneous creativity have been, on the average, higher in cases A–D. But it has been equally counterbalanced with practical creativity in these cases. Formal creativity, on the average, has been more characteristic in cases E–G.

‘Creating of things’ has been less typical for the 7 cases, and it has been, on the average, higher in cases E–G (Figures 3 and 5). Business ideas have been more typical to the 7 cases, and, on the average, they have been more numerous in cases A to D. According to Table 4, two groups of the participants can be identified, based on the data acquired. One group is A–D, which is more distinct from the total 43 cases, on the average, and the E–G group, which is less distinct.

Discussion

Although the works of undergraduate students in Business Administration and Human Resource Management study programs have been analyzed here, the ideas concerning business organization were quite rare – only about 8 percent among all, presented in the 43 works (Almonaitiene, 2012). But they constitute about 34 percent among all the creative ideas, identified in the 7 works. Possibly, other students might also have had their own businesses or have been employed, but creative ideas from this context have not been presented in their journals. The 7 students have presented a larger number of more mature creative ideas; moreover, they have considered more complex ideas and less ‘creating of things’. Thus, the research data may be helpful in understanding how creative ideas at work, and also in leading business positions, comprise.

It seems reasonable to assume that the one who is successful and creative in his/her own business, still being an undergraduate student, may become a creative leader in the future. The rate of creative social behavior has also been higher among the 7 most creative students (Figure 3). Their creative ideas inducing further growth can be associated with the creative leadership potential of the person too. All these indicators can be considered as signs of leadership.

It may be concluded here, that there is a viable perspective to look for common psychological factors of leadership and creativity.

Possessing a long-term avocation, or any other reason for emotional involvement, not identified here, in combination with a particular business, may be assumed as a determinant of creative activity and leadership in it. It may be true at an organization or in any other context of persons’ work.

Consequently, the assumption that emotional involvement and passion to one’s work may be essential for both creativity and leadership has been confirmed.

The main implications of the research for practice include the possibility to foresee high creativity and leadership at work by assessing the aforesaid individual characteristics. Findings of the research are relevant to the paradigm of person-centric work psychology (Weiss and Rupp, 2011; Amabile and Cramer, 2011) and sustainable socio-economic development, in general.

Limitations

A major limitation of the study is quite a narrow sample in its empirical part. The data about creativity has been gathered from subjective sources, and the indicators of leadership accepted here were notional. Also, the relation between creativity and leadership has been inquired implicitly, not empirically. The data has been acquired while assessing students, and a question may be raised in what extent they can be applicable in the context of an organization. But these limitations do not allow disaffirming the tendencies, named in the present paper. Further, empirical research including a more comprehensive sample, using a variety of methods and providing particular care to creativity and leadership concepts is to be carried out in order to elaborate the findings of the study.

Conclusions

Leadership behavior is said today to be one of the most potent variables in predicting personal creativity. The term creative leadership has recently emerged. Thus, the analysis of scientific literature allows assuming that the factors influencing personal creativity are connected to those influencing leadership.

Eminent, productive, and sustainable creativity is expected today from organizations’ leaders. But the analysis of scientific literature has revealed that the issue of creativity levels and quality in the organizational context still lacks researchers’ attention.

The empirical research covers business students who have presented most numerous, more mature, complex and inducing further growth creative ideas; they had a long-term avocation, and their creative ideas were mostly related to it. These ideas, according to the content analysis,
have been presented very emotionally, showing emotional involvement in the activity itself.

The students, presenting most numerous creative ideas, have also had, in comparison with the rest of the students, more ideas in organizing business and more ideas concerning creative social behavior. This can be considered as an indication of leadership.

As a consequence, the assumption that a common psychological basis for both creativity and leadership may exist has been confirmed.

Emotional involvement and a way of life as its determinant may be, according to the empirical data acquired, predisposing factors of high levels of creativity at work and also of leadership. Further inquiry into the impact of these factors seems to be perspective.
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Mokslinėje literatūroje gana dažnai analizuojamas kalusias, kaip organizacijos vadovas, lyderis gali sudaryti palankias sąlygas darbuotojams kurti kūrybiškas socialinias veiklas. Tačiau pastaruoju metu artimiau taip negali būti tikėtis tarpusavyje. Ši analizė leido tarp 7 atrinktųjų gausų ir greitą idėjų generavimą, gali nesutapti su veiksniais, lemiančiais kūrybiško lygmens kūrybiškos lyderystės problemas ir aktualūs organizacinės kūrybiškos organizacijos. Tai leidžia teigti, kad atrinktų 7 studentų darbai ne praktiško ir spontaniško, mažiau tik apie 8 proc. iš visų juose pristatytų kūrybiškų idėjų. Tačiau vertinant realią studentų veiklą, išsiskiria 4 studentams, kurie išsiskiria tik kūrybiškai, bet ir kokybiškai (kūrybiško lygmens požiūriu) ir lemia ilgalaikius pokyčius. Taip pat nustatyta, kad 7 šiame tyrimo dalyvavę studentai, lyginant su visos grupės rezultatais, vertinant visus 43 darbus, sudarė tris svarbias atvejus: 1) daugiausia ir kokybiški darbų 9 buvo pripažinti neadekvačiais, todėl visuma, sukuria kurio buvo įvertinta atrinktų 7 studentų darbai, sudaro 43 dokumentus. Kūrybiškos Lyderystė ir kūrybiškas idėjų generavimas: ar jie turi bendrą psichologinį pagrindą?
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